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  Editorial

卷首语

 ｜ Edit

When the spring of the low-altitude economy comes
- -celebrating the fi rst AERO Asia

Please fi nd the english Content page 
on page 4 from the Flying China side
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Dubai Airshow 2023:

It’s Electric !
This edition of one of the largest airshows worldwide turned decidedly 
electric. Even if Airbus, Boeing, and the other traditional aircraft manu-
facturers made the usual announcements regarding signing the sales 
contracts for classic airliners, the most exciting news came from the 
companies engaged in changing aviation forever by using electrical 
power. It is obvious that EVTOL aircraft manufacturers are now far from 
the prototyping stage and are getting ready to enter commercial service 
and engage in operations that seemed close to science fiction only last 
year.

A good example is AutoFlight. All the analysts saw the 
German-based company as one of the leading contend-
ers for an early entry into the passenger-carrying mar-
ket. AutoFlight had marked the minds of aviation spe-
cialists by disclosing how close they were to their first 
civilian certification. Although this is the case, AutoFlight 
revealed that they had been working diligently on an-
other application for their EVTOL. After seeing how dif-
ficult it was to fight wildfires around populated areas, 
AutoFlight transformed the cargo version of their EVTOL 
(the CarryAll) into a fire bomber. With its agility, the ca-
pacity to carry up to four 100 kg extinguishing canisters 
on a distance of over 200 km. This solution allows fire-
fighting organizations to deploy very quickly and target 
fires in areas where traditional firefighting aircraft can-
not reach easily. The Firefighting version of the CaryAll 
EVTOL will enter service in 2024.
E22 Spark will have 180m takeoff distance, 300+ km 
range, 1 hour duration with 30 minutes reserve, 80-120 
kts cruise, 600kg max takeoff weight and 100+kw elec-
tric motor. 
The United Arab Emirates is well known worldwide for 
its oil production facilities. This doesn’t mean local com-
panies only focus on mineral oil solutions! During the 

Dubai Airshow, EANAN, a UAE company, demonstrated 
its range of EVTOL targeted at the passenger-carrying, 
cargo, and emergency response markets. 
Ali Al Ameemi, CEO of EANAN Aviation, remarked, “Our 
aim is to be the city’s first commercially operating air 
mobility company. From congestion-free travel to faster 
delivery of goods, assisting emergency response, and 
monitoring remote facilities, AAM has the potential to 
transform economies and societies.”. EANAN was show-
casing its S 120 and S 700 Heavy Cargo  models for the 
first time at stand 63 at this week’s Dubai Airshow.
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eVTOL

Airbot and Honneywell

AIBOT was co-founded by Jerry Wang and RK Jia in 2022 
in California, USA, and the team is building an aircraft that 
eight electric motors will power and accommodate up to 
six passengers and a pilot. 
With a maximum take-off weight of 7,000 pounds, the 
aircraft has a target range of 250 miles and a top cruise 
speed of 250 mph, making it suitable for short-haul use 
cases between cities and metropolitan areas across the 
globe. During the Dubai Airshow, AIBOT announced that 
it had agreed with Honeywell to use the Fly-by-wire sys-
tem developed by the American company specializing in 
high-end avionics. With negligible weight and the size of 
a book, the compact electronics designed by Honeywell 
dramatically increase the ease of piloting and the safety in 
flight of the AIBOT new design.



The sixth Forum on 

Electric Aviation in China:

eVTOL-, Autonomous Flight, LSA-, 

Hybrid-, Engine-,

Battery-, Manufacturers, 

Regulators, Investors 

from around the World.

Where: Kunshan / Jiangsu - CHINA
Real & online 

When: November 28 & 29, 2023

Who: Flying-Pages GmbH  

& the who is who 

2023

The  Event  to  bring  your  Products   and   Ideas  to   China 
&  Electrify   China’s   Sky  and   your   Business.
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ORYX, 
Although it made its first appearance at the Dubai AirShow in 2021, 
Bellwether has come a long way since then. This year, the company was 
exhibiting its newest EVTOL, the ORYX, capable of transporting three 
passengers over 80 kilometers in 20 minutes. But what is most remark-
able is the technology embarked onboard. Notably, the Cognitive Flight 
Control System (CFCS) and the Adaptive Electric Propulsion System 
(AEPS), both engineered by Bellwether Advanced Mobility Solutions 
(“BAMS”), form the bedrock of the Oryx’s flight control mechanisms. 
These systems ensure flight stability and operational efficiency, ultimate-
ly enhancing passenger comfort and providing room for in-flight enter-
tainment options. 

World Directory of Light Aviation order here: www.flying-pages.com/shop_de
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On October 18, EHang announced that it signed a stra-
tegic cooperation agreement with the Hefei Municipal 
Government in China to jointly build a low-altitude econ-
omy industrial ecology in Hefei city. EHang will partici-
pate in Hefei’s comprehensive application demonstration 
project of unmanned systems, and start the regular op-
eration of unmanned aerial vehicles in Luogang Central 
Park in Hefei. Luogang Central Park is committed to be-
coming the world’s leading Urban Air Mobility (UAM) su-
per-hub aerodrome. The Hefei Municipal Government 
plans to provide EHang with a total of $100 million worth 
of support, including coordinating or facilitating purchase 
orders for no less than 100 EH216-S eVTOL, as well as fi-
nancial support.

Archer

@BRSAEROSPACE

473
LIVES SAVED

Available for more 
than 350 models. 
Installed in over 
35,000 aircraft
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Voltaero's new charger  新型充电器

Jean Botti showed in Dubai the new compact charger 
system which has been developed by the French eAir-
craft startup. The universal mobile charger for the Cassio 
family of electric-hybrid airplanes and other electric air-
craft was unveiled by VoltAero at the Dubai Airshow. This 
intelligent charging unit is part of VoltAero’s strategy to 
create the infrastructure for its Cassio airplane family, 
which begins with the five-seat Cassio 330. The charger 
also will be offered for applications with other e-aircraft 
and eVTOLs.

BDLI goes electric with Nex

Also the German German association for air- and space- industry (BDLI) 
had as well a focus on electric hydrogen at the Dubai Airshow, and UAM 
technology players on its booth one of the eVTOL players was Nex 
AERO a startups which have the goal 
to develop the first lift and cruise Hydrogen eVTOL for regional Air mo-
bility. The aircraft should have a range of over 500 Kilometers and is 
designed around the fuel cell from he UK company intelligent Energy. 
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German Tour

e-aircraft travel becomes possible

The electric aircraft which was rel4ase now were either flighttest prototype or 
could be, due to the short range endurance (of 35 to55 minutes) only be used for 
Traffic pattern in the flight training. 
The german company Elaktra Solar released their E-Trainer  with an endurance 
from 2.5 hours + reserve. After receivibng the UL- Certification  in Germany the 
company proved the travel capability  with a 550 km trip through Germany.  The 
trip was organized in a Challenge against a Lucid air electric sportscar.

The Goal of this project was to prove that the e-aircraft and e-cars are 
already suitable for long distances today. Three years earlier, an elec-
tric aircraft took three days and twelve stages to cover a distance from 
Switzerland to the North Sea. Now we can manage the same route with 
significantly fewer stopovers in one day with our new electric aircraft, 
Elektra Trainer. The flight should start from Memmingen and also end at 
Norderney. Due to the bad weather, it was decided the evening before to 
start in Gelnhausen near Frankfurt instead of in Memmingen.
In the first stage, our factory pilot, Uwe Nortmann, flew over 200 km to 
the gliding performance center of NRW in Örlinghausen near Bielefeld. 
During a press conference, the batteries of the aircraft were recharged. 
In the second stage, we went directly to the destination - Norderney 
Island Airport. After 220 km, our pilot landed at the destination airport 
with over 30% battery charge.
One day later, Uwe Nortmann took the return flight to Hanover, with a 

stopover in Oldenburg-Hatten. This stage was partic-
ularly challenging because a weather front had to be 
crossed in pouring rain and headwinds.
Hannover Airport celebrated the first landing of an elec-
tric aircraft on this occasion. The plane was honored with 
a water baptism by the airport fire brigade. The subse-
quent discussion about the future concepts of e-mobility 
in aviation found great interest from numerous reporters 
from newspapers, radio and television stations. 
The new managing director of the airport did not want 
to miss the opportunity to try out the pioneer of future 
means of transport, Elektra Trainer, for himself. Two other 
employees of the airport, a professional pilot and a me-
dia representative were able to collect the first impres-
sions of an e-flight. After these four demo flights, Elektra 
Trainer landed with over 50% of the battery capacity still 
available.
With this project, we hope to have set another milestone 
in the e-mobility of general aviation.
The project found a great public response in European 
media- The E- Challenge was to prove: Proof the long-
distance suitability of an electric aircraft and an electric 
car which it did. In the End the car was faster as on the 
550 km distance there was no charging needed while the 
aircraft needed to be charged 1 time. 
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Skyroads 
The German startup skyroads from Munich has the goal to bring 
Advanced Air Mobility in the air with new Air traffic system from ground 
up. Instead trying to let the eVTOL fly and integrate in the existing Air traf-
fic control system which is still very much designed on Voice communi-
cation Skyroads believes that for this new type of mobility a totally new 
digital system has to be designed from ground up to be able in future 
to also integrate also autonomous flying drones and eVTOLs as well as 
the existing low level traffic. Skyroads   CEO Corvin Huber will present 
their ideas also at the e-Flight-Forum in Kunshan (China) on the 28 and 
29th November.

eMagic  
The German eVTOL startup has developed a whole 
set of ne motors for its single seated eVTOL which is 
currently flying in Germany in the ultralight category. 
The aircraft is a proof of concept for an unpiloted 
drone for cargo and Medivac. The new motors are 
completely designed and build by eMagic team. “Our 
Focus is to have motors which are extremely light 
and at the same time very powerful and reliable,” 
stated eMagic CEO Michael Kügelgen. He will pres-
ent at the e-Flight-Forum in Kunshan (China) on the 
28 and 29th November.

MgM Compro 

The Czech Motor specialist from Czech republic is constantly enlarg-
ing its range. After supplying several Light sport aircraft manufacturers 
with electric  motors in the range of 100 Kw. In a research program sup-
ported by  the Czech government the Company from the city of Zlin is 
now developing an electric Propulsion system to replace a PT 6 tur-
bine in Commuter aircraft with Power a range between 450 and 600 Kw. 
MGM Compro CEO Martin Dvorsky will present at the e-Flight-Forum in 
Kunshan (China) on the 28 and 29th November.
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Helix-Carbon GmbH
Merzbrück 206, 52146 Würselen, Germany  

Flugplatz-Aachen.de / EDKA

Tel.: +49 - 2405 - 40882-0 • info@helix-propeller.de

Enjoy your

FLIGHT!
www.helix-propeller.de

Individual, unique - propellers from Helix

 UL, eVTOL, Paramotor — in diameters from 0.75m to 2.8m
 Fixed pitched propellers 
 Variable pitch propeller — adjustable on the ground
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Elfly Noemi:

Seaplane for China?

The Norwegian startup Elfly showed their 9 Seat electric Seaplane de-
sign for the first time last autumn. They have a lot of challenges to 
overcome, but they also have a very clear business case. To do elec-
tric commuter Flights along the Norwegian coast. While the Aircraft is 
under development they have analyzed other options around the world 
were their aircraft could work.  
Norway has with its rough weather conditions specially in 
wintertime many challenges for electric flying but it also 
has a unique setup as: 1st  The commuter aircraft are 
used along the Long coast  - as part of the public trans-
port system – as there are neither fast Railway nor mo-
torways. And this commuter flights are partly paid by the 
Government. 2nd Norway has over 95% renewable elec-
tric energy.  3rd the government took the decision in the 
� � � � WK� � WR� FRYHUW� FDU� WUDIILF� WR� HOHFWULF� DQG� LW� ZRUNHG� � � WK�
In 2017 the Government took the decision to convert the 
commuter flights until 2030 to electric and start if possi-
ble in 2025. And 5th through the income from oil and Gas 
Norway has the money to pay for this.  “As we are work-
ing very heavily on the development of the Noemi plane 

and ramping up our team, we have also done a large 
global research.” Says Eric Lithun Founder and CEO of 
Elfly, “we analyzed the option for an fully electric short 
haul Seaplane around the world and found several inter-
esting cases – One of it would be the Shanghai Region”. 
One large advantage in operating an electric aircraft as a 
seaplane is that you have so many more alternates than 
operating a land plane in Norway all the fjords are poten-
tial landing fields this may also give us credits on the re-
serves.  As most of the industrial centers are along the 
cost they mostly have a port in the center of the city. So 
you can fly city center to city center.  Elfly CEO Eric Lithun 
will present at the e-Flight-Forum in Kunshan (China) on 
the 28 and 29th November.   
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Text: Willi Tacke, Fotos: Willi Tacke, Bavairia

Lively discussions in Munich: The 2nd AAM Forum took place in the new hangar of the Technical University and Munich University of Applied Sciences.

AAM Forum 

Qinyin Zhang von Rolls Royce Electrical.

Testpilot Uwe Nortmann stellte das UL Elektra Trainer vor.

AutoFlight from Augsburg was of course also there.

Florian Hermann with the 
Odonata-Modell.

Announced as „AAM Ecosystem Boos-
ters“, leading companies from the Ba-
varian AAM sector and start-ups were 
at the start. In addition to the establis-
hed eVTOL developers and manufac-
turers Airbus, AutoFlight, Lilium and 
Volocopter, many suppliers and engi-
ne manufacturers such as Rolls Royce 
Electrical and Hensoldt also accepted 
the invitation and, together with Ba-
varian start-ups such as Vaeridion, e-
Commuter and Odonata, provided inte-
resting presentations and discussions.
In the hangar of the Technical Uni-
versity (TU) and the Munich Univer-
sity of Applied Sciences in Oberpfaf-
fenhofen, many of the companies 
presented details, models and also 
complete aircraft, such as the Elekt-
ra Trainer from Landsberg, which was 
presented by test pilot Uwe Nortmann.
The event was opened by Bavari-
an State Minister Florian Herrmann. 
In order to show more openness to in-
ternational players, which is also desired 
here, it would perhaps make sense to 

Following its debut last year, the Bavarian aviation cluster 
BavAIRia invited guests to the second Advanced Air Mobility 
(AAM) Forum 2023 at the Air Tech Campus Oberpfaffen-
hofen/Munich at the end of September

hold the very interesting presen-
tations in English at the next editi-
on of the BavAIRia AAM Forum. �

2. BavAIRia AAM in Oberpfaffenhofen 
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Autoflight  

As a large-scale cargo-carrying eVTOL, the V2000CG 
has a maximum take-off weight of 2,000 kilograms and a 
maximum payload of 500 kilograms. It is purely electric-
driven and unmanned. Its carrying capacity is equivalent 
to that of a small helicopter. V2000CG adopts a compos-
ite wing configuration which can not only take off and 
land vertically like a multi-rotor aircraft and helicopter, 
but also cruise quickly and efficiently like a fixed-wing 
aircraft, integrating convenience, low cost and large 
load capacity. It will be used in logistics, emergency re-
sponse, disasterrelief, firefighting and many other sce-
narios with a range of 100 kilometers.

In December 2022 the CAAC established the 
V2000CGCertification Review Team and held the first 
certification meeting on December 13 to officially start 

Autoflight’s 2-ton cargo electric 
vertical take-off and landing (e-
VTOL) uncrewed aircraft V2000CG 
“Carryall” was accepted by the 
Chinese regulator CAAC for a type 
certificate on September 29, 2022, 
taking the lead in the industry. 

Update of 
Autoflight’s 2 -ton cargo 
e-VTOL airworthiness certification  
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the type certification work of the V2000CG .At the meet-
ing, Autoflight reported on the company’s design assur-
ance system, V2000CG design and operation procedure, 
certification basis and plan, and displayed the certifica-
tion plan and compliance checklist. Representatives 
of the review working group put forward relevant opin-
ions and suggestions on the novel design features of the 
model, the rationality of the certification basis, and com-
pliance verification considerations, laying the foundation 
for familiarity with the model design and comprehensive 
determination of the certification basis.

In May 2023, the V2000CG Certification Review Team 
approved the V2000CG certification plan (CP) and cer-
tification basis compliance checklist (“one plan” + “one 
checklist”). This marks that the airworthiness certifica-
tion of this model has officially entered the “conformity 
confirmation” stage from the “compliance plan formula-
tion” stage. In accordance with the CAAC Airworthiness 
Procedures, the approval of the CP and Clause 
Compliance Checklist by the CAAC means that the cer-
tification review team and the applicant have basical-
ly reached an agreement on the V2000CG compliance 
plan, and compliance methods, milestone airworthiness 
work, etc. In the “Conformity Confirmation” stage, the re-
view team will inspect and confirm the applicant’s com-
pliance work. Next, the compliance verification work in 
various majors such as the lift/thrust system, structural 
strength, battery system, avionics, flight performance, 
etc. will be comprehensively advanced in accordance 
with the plans in “One Plan” and “One Checklist”.

At the end of May 2023 the Airworthiness Department of 
the CAAC issued a notice to solicit opinions on the spe-
cial conditions for the V2000CG type certification. The 
V2000CG became the first 2,000 kg class aircraft to have 
its application for type certification officially accepted by 
the CAAC. Therefore, this special condition will also be-
come the special condition for airworthiness certification 
of the first 2-ton cargo eVTOL. 

In July 2023 V2000CG completed the power system pla-
teau test. A total of 10 altitude points were selected from 
0 meters altitude to 4800 meters altitude, and more than 
30 sets of data were sampled. The plateau test of the 
power system is a system-level R&D test project. It can 
more accurately obtain the motor pulling force and pow-
er characteristics of the lift/thrust motor under different al-
titude (high altitude) conditions, and carry out the output 
characteristics of the power system completed in the lab-
oratory in the early stage. This round of plateau tests cali-
brated the motor-propeller aerodynamic model under dif-
ferent humidity, temperature, and air pressure conditions 
to verify the reliability of the power system in various envi-
ronments. The V2000CG power system has experienced 
the test of natural environments such as deserts, Gobis, 
grasslands, rainforests, and snow-capped mountains. 
After this test, Autoflight can use the measured power 
characteristics of different plateau conditions to update 
the flight performance analysis of the entire aircraft and 
prepare for subsequent plateau test flights of the entire 
aircraft. Next, V2000CG will carry out compliance verifi-
cation work in various major systems such as lift/thrust 
system, structural strength, battery system, avionics, and 
flight performance.
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China’s Pace: 
Electric Aviation is drawing big 
attention and investment in China
As one of the pioneering countries in electric aviation and, to a larger extend, in 
electric mobility as a whole, with such leading companies like Autoflight, EHang, 
RX1E, Aerofugia and so on, China has been keeping its own pace of develop-
ment in this domain and sometimes is little known to other countries.

As electric aviation startups in Europe and the US are having a dif-
ficult time in the stock market and fundraise, China is picking up 
her pace in this field. Electric aviation led by eVTOL is gaining big 
momentum in China right now in terms of investment and gov-
ernment support. Some loud signals include: many local govern-
ments in China are launching industry and investment policies to 
develop electric aviation and to attract projects to go to. Electric 
aircraft projects especially eVTOL are mushrooming in China. 
Venture capital are becoming interested in this field and are mak-
ing investment in startups. 

Interestingly the Chinese local government, academia and enter-
prises create a new concept called “low altitude economy” which 
is mainly used to describe the industry, use cases and market of 
the flying activities centered around the evolv-
ing urban air mobility including both passenger-
carrying and cargo delivery, theelectric aviation 
technology and products, and unmanned aeri-
al vehicles (UAV) for civil use on top of tradition-
al general aviation. This “low altitude economy” 
may also be created to differentiate from the tra-
ditional general aviation which is not very active 

in China, and to emphasize on the economic value of the electric 
aviation industry. In general, the “low altitude economy” concept 
can be considered as an extended general aviation industry with 
electric aviation and UAV. 
Here is a summary of the latest industry policies concerning elec-
tric aviation by the local governments in China prepared by Flying 
Pages:
Shenzhen:
Some background information:
Shenzhen is the hub of electronic products, technology innova-
tion and venture capital in China. The city is the home of DJI, the 
dominating company in consumer drones, and BYD, the largest 
electric vehicle manufacturer in the world, and Huawei, Tecent the 
largest shareholder of Lilium, and many technology innovation 

X2 two-seat eVTOL 
of Xpeng AEROHT in 

Guangzhou at the display 
of a low-altitude economy 

event in Shenzhen
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“Prosperity”eVTOL of 
Autoflight will fly a demo 
route between Shenzhen and 
Zhuhailater this year.
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startups, and is not far from EHang, the first eVTOL com-
pany listed in NASDAQ. As the center of venture capital 
in China the industry policy of the Shenzhen government 
raises significant awareness among many other Chinese 
local governments. Shenzhen is undoubtedly the hub of 
small drones of the world with near 10 billion euro produc-
tion value per year, over 80% percent of the global market, 
and a complete and agile supply chain of electric mobility.
In June 2022 Shenzhen city government published the 
strategic development plan for “low altitude economy” 
from 2022 to 2025.
In June 2023 Bao’an district of Shenzhen city, the well-
known technology hub in China, signed a deal with Lilium, 
the German eVTOL startup listed in NASDAQ, who will set 
up the Asian head office in Baoan district. 

In July 2023 Bao’an district of Shenzhen published the in-
dustry policy of the “low altitude economy”. According to 
the plan, enterprises that have their headquarters or R&D 
and manufacturing located in Bao’an District and carry out 
eVTOL airworthiness certification in China will be subsi-
dized up to 50% of the total cost required in the whole pro-
cess of type certification with each enterprise not exceed-
ing 30 million RMB (about 4 million euro). 
The plan supports enterprises to set up routes for freight 
and passenger-carrying operations. For example, medi-
um and large UAVs with a takeoff weight over 25 kg will be 
subsidized with 90 yuan per flight, and each enterprise will 
not exceed 1000 million yuan per year. Sightseeing flight 
will be subsidized with 100 yuan per seat per flight, inter-
city commuting flight for 200 yuan per seat per flight, intra-
city commuting flight for 300 yuan per seat per flight with 
an annual subsidy cap of 10 million yuan per year.

In September 2023 Longgang district of Shenzhen city 
published the industry policy of the “low altitude econo-
my”. The district plans to provide up to 30 million RMB 
(about 4 million euro) subsidy to relevant enterprises, 
projects and operation. 

In In September 2023 Longhua district of Shenzhen city 
published the industry policy of the “low altitude econo-
my”. The district plans to provide 200 million RMB (25 mil-
lion euro)subsidy in three years to relevant enterprises, 
projects and operation. An individual enterprise or project 

can receive up to 30 million RMB (4 million euro) subsidy. 
Beijing:
In September 2023 Beijing city published the industry pol-
icy to develop so-called “future industries” including intel-
ligent mobility which include “new energy-powered flying 
cars” and the “convergency of intelligent and network-
connected ground vehicles, general aviation and UAV”. 
The policy has not yet specified subsidy policy though. 
Guangzhou:
In September 2023 Huangpu district and the development 
zone district of Guanghzou city published the industry pol-
icy of the “low altitude economy”. An individual enterprise 
or project can receive up to 30 million RMB (4 million euro) 
subsidy. For eVTOL enterprises that settle their headquar-
ters or R&D, production and manufacturing in Huangpu 
District, they will be given a maximum one-time subsidy 
of 15 million RMB (2 million euro) after obtaining the type 
certificate and production certificate. 
Tibet
In September 2023 Tibet Autonomous Region published 
the industry policy to develop general aviation in Tibet. 
The policy sets disaster relief and emergency service as 
the focus of general aviation use in Tibet and will provide 
up to 50 million RMB (6.4 million euro) subsidy to enter-
prises, general aviation airports and operators. 
Xinjiang
In September 2023 Xinjiang Autonomous Region pub-
lished the industry policy to develop general aviation. An 
individual enterprise or project can re-
ceive up to 30 million RMB (4 million 
euro) subsidy. The unmanned-convert-
ed Y5 (Chinese version of Antonov 2) 
cargo delivery UAV startup announced 
to set up the manufacturing facility in 
Xinjing with a total investment of 800 
million RMB (100 million euro) and an-
nual production of 150 Y5 UAV. 

The delivery drone of Meituan 
has been upgraded for several 

times. The latest model can carry 
2.5 kg and reach 5 km at 83 km/h. 
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Delivery drones of Meituan has been commercially operating a dozen 
delivery routes in several cities in China with a focus on Shenzhen city 
since 2021 and has made over 140,000 drone deliveries as of today.
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The type certification update of 
RX4E four-seat electric airplane  
The RX4E is the world’s first four-seater all-electric aircraft undergoingtype cer-
tification under Part 23 rule. It has a maximum takeoff weight of 1,200 kg, 1.5 
hour duration and a range of 300 kilometers. The RX4E four-seater electric air-
craft was developed by the Liaoning General Aviation Academy (LGAA) in 2017, 
and made its first flight on October 28, 2019 and was accepted by CAAC for its 
type certification application in November 2019.  
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TThe RX4E is based on the revised CCAR-23 for airworthiness cer-
tification. Based on the validation practice and related technical 
research, CCAR-22 was revised and promulgated on May 6, 2022 
and implemented on August 1, 2022. The new “Airworthiness 
Regulations for Normal Class Aircraft” (Part 23) specially add 
a chapter of airworthiness requirements for electric aircraft - 
“Chapter H Supplementary Requirements for Electric Aircraft 
Power Plant”, which makes special provisions on “electric pro-
pulsion system”, “battery and power distribution system” and 
“battery and electric power system fire protection”, and puts for-
ward airworthiness requirements. The supplementary revision of 
the CCAR-23 electric aircraft airworthiness requirements provides 
strong policy support for China’s electric aircraft airworthiness 
certification and electric aviation development, and also provides 
a sample for the global civil aviation industry to establish a com-
patible electric aircraft airworthiness standard system.
 On February 17, 2023, the thermal runaway test of 
RX4E’s lithium battery was successfully completed. This is the 
first time that the general aviation lithium battery has carried out 
thermal runaway test in China, and the successful completion 
of the test not only marks that the compliance verification of the 
RX4E power lithium battery system has been completed, but also 
a new breakthrough in the verification of the power lithium battery 
in the field of general aviation.
 On August 14, 2023, the ultimate load test of the max-
imum bending moment and shear force of the RX4E wing was 
successfully completed. 
The ultimate load test 
of the maximum shear 
force of the wing bend-
ing moment is the most 
serious working condi-
tion in the static test of 
the whole aircraft, and it 

is one of the most critical test items to verify whether the structural 
strength of the aircraft meets the requirements of the design and 
airworthiness regulations. In order to ensure the successful pas-
sage of this test, it took one year to carry out iterative optimiza-
tion design and verification of the configuration, and successive-
ly tested more than 4,000 test pieces, more than 610 component 
details, 3 batches of root assemblies and 2 batches of full-size 
wings of different configurations.

On September 26 to 27, 2023, the RX4E emergency landing dy-
namic test was successfully passed at the China Aircraft Strength 
Research Institute. The emergency landing dynamic test is an im-
portant test to assess the survivability of the aircraft, and it is also 
one of the most difficult projects in the process of airworthiness 
certification.

On October 25, 2023, the RX4E successfully carried out a stall 
characteristic flight test in Shenyang. As one of the compliance 
verification flight tests, the stall characteristic has a high risk and a 
high degree of difficulty in flight testing, which is also a watershed 
in the flight performance verification of aircraft. The dynamic rela-
tionship of the stall characteristics of the new aircraft determines 
the posterior limit position of the aircraft’s center of gravity, which 
is also the necessary process for the early exploration and pro-
gression of the tailspin test of the highest risk subject.
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eHang  

This type certificate sets several milestones including:
• It was the first TC issued to an eVTOL in the world. 
• This is the first type certificate issued to a passenger-
carrying, pilotless aircraft in the world. 
• The TC was issued under CCAR-21 category and was 
certified as an uncrewed aircraft systems (UAS)
• It is a Normal Category TC, not as a Restricted 
Category, nor a Special TC, nor as a Permit to Fly.

There are a number of steps that EHang must complete 
before legal commercial operations, including obtaining 
the production certificate and the operator certificate. In 
addition, there are still some regulatory gaps that CAAC 
needs to fill — especially in the flight standards domain 
— before eVTOL aircraft can bea real market in China, 
such as the qualification and licensing for the ground op-
erators, vertiport design, construction specifications, etc.

CAAC Issued Type Certificate 
to EH216-S eVTOL   
On 13 October 2023, EHang held a cer-
emony in Beijing to celebrate the is-
suance of the type certificate (TC) for 
its two-seat EH216-S eVTOL from the 
Civil Aviation Administration of China 
(CAAC). This was a momentous day for 
EHang and for eVTOL industry. It took 
two years and 10 months for CAAC to 
issue this TC, from the date of accep-
tance of EHang’s application (Dec. 28, 
2020) to the issuance date on the TC 
(Oct. 12, 2023). 

EH216-S has flown over 9300 times over 20 sites in China during the trial operation
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eVTOL

• 

•

•

•

EH216-S eVTOL at the issuance ceremony.

The director general of the airworthiness department of CAAC, 
Ms.Zhenmei Yang, handled the type certified to the founder and CEO of 
EHang, Mr.Huazhi Hu
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The EH216-S was approved with a maximum takeoff 
weight of 1,367 lb (620 kg), an 18.6-mile (30-km) range, a 
service ceiling of 394 ft (120 m) above ground level (AGL) 
and 3,280 ft (1,000 m) above mean sea level (MSL), and 
a maximum cruising speed of 48.6 kt (90 km/h). The air-
craft has a maximum flight duration of 25 minutes with a 
25% battery reserve (though the flight conditions were 
not specified for the reserves). It also requires two ground 
operators, though it wasn’t stated how many aircraft the 
two operators can control or monitor at the same time. 
These performance data — especially the servicing ceil-
ing — certainly make commercial operations tricky and 
use-case limited.

The issuance of this TC is symbolic and strongly indicates 
CAAC’s desire to lead the global eVTOLrace. CAAC offi-
cials have stated publicly that the agency wants to take 
a gradual but steady approach towards full commercial-
ization and operation of eVTOL — with parallel rulemak-
ing in both certification and operation at the same time 
— which means that CAAC is perhaps willing to take the 
risk of letting EHang begin operations earlier, rather than 
later.

The effect of this TC could be double edged. On one 
hand, it will likely raise the awareness and interest of in-
vestors and the eVTOL market in China. According to an 
unofficial count, there have been about 50 eVTOL de-
signs at different stages in China, including about 10 
projects at substantial stages with either a flying proto-
type or a considerable amount of capital for develop-
ment.On the other hand, the doubt on the validity of this 
TC in the community may cause a backfire on the inten-
tion of CAAC to promote eVTOL and the application of 
airworthiness of other eVTOL models in China, because 
CAAC now needs to convince the market and other ap-
plicants that it plays by the rule book to create a level 
field for all players.It is hoped that CAAC will (like every 
authority should) issue strict operation rules that will try 
to avoid accidents in general, and especially accidents 
where people might be injured or even killed.

A TC has a lot of chances to bring the development for-
ward, but it also requires a lot of responsibility on the part 
of the manufacturer, the operator and the regulator.

The performance and specification of EH216-S The type certificate of EH216-S is issued under CCAR-21

fc
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An Australian Startup 
striving for electric future
Infinitus Aero, a startup of electric aircraft design from Edwardstown in 
South Australia, is working on a two-seat full electric airplane design 
called E22 Spark based on the popular CT ultralight/LSA of Flight De-
sign GmbH in Germany. They are committed to become the first com-
mercially available electric light sport airplane (LSA) in Australia. The 
company is formed by a team of aviation veterans from business devel-
opment and flight school operation.

They are currently integrating global battery technolo-
gy into the E22 Spark prototype and preparing for their 
test flight program within 90 days. With a commitment to 
‘zero emissions, zero boundaries’, Infinitus Aero is pre-
paring to have a ‘planet positive’ impact on the globe. 
The company also has a four-seat electric airplane on 
their radar down the road. 

The founding team include Michael Monck, the CEO, 
Barrie Rogers, the chief commercial officer, and Gus 
Wrethman, the COO. Michael has been involved in the 
aviation industry for over 30 years and was a founding 
member of the Aviation Industry Consultative Council 
and through his position on the General Aviation Advisory 
Network, he provides industry advice to the Federal 
Transport Minister. Michael is also the current Chair of 
the Board for Recreational Aviation Australia and sits on 
the National Emerging Aviation Technology Consultative 
Committee. Prior to co-founding Infinitus Aero Barrie pur-
chased a flight training school and acquired the first im-
ported electric aircraft into Australia. He has managed 
various regional airports around Australia and estab-
lished a Robinson Helicopter franchise in the USA. He 
was previously a Director, Board Member and Chair of 
the SA Chapter of the Australian Airports Association. 
Gus spent time leading an operations department for 
one of the largest flight training organizations in Australia 

and prior to this he gained significant, leadership, con-
tract and project management experience across the 
globe for the largest provider of helicopter services to 
the offshore oil and gas industry.

E22 Spark will have 180m takeoff distance, 300+ km 
range, 1 hour duration with 30 minutes reserve, 80-120 
kts cruise, 600kg max takeoff weight and 100+kw elec-
tric motor. 
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The first AERO Asia Expo to begin
From November 23rd to 26th this year, the first AERO Asia will 
be held at the Zhuhai International Airshow Center. AERO Asia 
is a project jointly founded by AERO Expo in Friedrichshafen 
in Germany and China International Aviation and Aerospace 
Exhibition (Airshow China), and is committed to becoming the 
leading general aviation trade show in China and Asia. More than 
140 general aviation industry enterprises from nearly 20 countries 
and regions will participate in the exhibition, covering many fields 
such as emergency rescue, emerging aviation products, UAV 
products and application services. The enthusiastic participation 
of well-known enterprises in China and abroad fully demonstrates 
their strong confidence in the future development of the gener-
al aviation in China. This year’s AERO Asia will be broadcast live 
on the exhibition site in conjunction with China Central Radio and 
Television Station to report the grand occasion of the exhibition in 
an all-round way.

Zhuhai, as the host of the China Airshow and one of the first 26 
national general aviation industry comprehensive demonstra-
tion zones identified by the National Development and Reform 
Commission, has formed a complete general aviation industry 
chain such as aircraft manufacturing and maintenance services af-
ter years of development, and has continuously improved general 
aviation services relying on Lianzhou Airport and Jiuzhou Airport. 
With the holding of AERO Asia, Zhuhai will also form a “double air 
show” pattern of hosting the “Airshow China” and “AERO Asia” 
every other year. As a professional exhibition of general aviation, 
AERO Asia will play an important role in broadening the develop-
ment ideas, accumulating project resources, innovating the de-
velopment model, enriching the industrial ecology and forming in-
dustrial agglomeration in Zhuhai’s general aviation industry.

As one of the organizers of AERO Asia, Friedrichshafen Messe 
GmbH is the organizer of AERO Expo in Germany which is the 
world’s leading general aviation trade sho with more than 40 years 
of experience. With 25 years of excellence, Airshow Zhuhai has 
developed into China’s largest and most internationally influen-
tial comprehensive professional air show. With a high level of ser-
vice and organizational capabilities, AERO Asia will bring togeth-
er global merchants in the field of general aviation, display the 
latest products, promote cutting-edge scientific and technolog-
ical exchanges and business cooperation, and create value for 
customers.

Sustainable Aviation Forum at AERO Asia
The aviation industry is one of the first industries to establish a 
global carbon reduction target which proposes to achieve net-ze-
ro carbon emissions by 2050. International organizations, many 
countries and regions are actively promoting the realization of avi-
ation emission reduction targets through policies, investment, and 
technology. In order to promote the aviation technology innova-
tion, the development of the supply chain and international ex-
changes and cooperation, Zhuhai Airshow Group Co., Ltd. and 
Flying Pages GmbH from Germany will jointly host the Sustainable 
Aviation Forum during the 2023 AERO Asia exhibition.
Date:23 November 2023; Venue:Meeting Room 3, Forum area in 
Hall 7, Zhuhai International Airshow Center.The subjects will cov-
er hydrogen aviation, early commercialization of electric aviation, 
supply chain and ecosystem.

There will be 
conferences 

covering many 
subjects dur-

ing AERO Asia 
including the 

Sustainable 
Aviation Forum 

organized by 
Flying Pages in 

the afternoon on 
23 November.
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AERO ASIA

AERO Asia will 
cover a wide range 
of general aviation 
products
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bEYoND HorIZonS

Changing perspectives, exploring new paths – for innovative technologies and materials that are setting the 
standards of tomorrow. We work on this every day in close cooperation with our costomers and experts around 
the world. In this way, we are using bionics to create entirely new cabin experiences, applying ultra-light cons-
truction to make aircraft even lighter and are leading the way in the field of Urban Air Mobility. With our dis-
ruptive solutions, we wish to rethink mobility and improve our lives. Here, our focus is always on the individual.
facc.com




